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-+During the last 20 years there has been a tremendous increase in computational capabilities. It seems to -
accelerate every year. We now construct models with millions of degrees of freedom. Sandia National
Laboratories recently computed modes and transient response for a 4,000,000 degree of freedom model.
We are also seeing an increase in the cost of testing as the unit price of test items increases and manpower
costs escalate. We are reminded of one of Augustine’s Laws 1,“Simple systems are not feasible because
they require infinite testing.” Or conversely, extremely complex systems require no testing. In his
discussion he uses data from actual systems to show how increasing complexity of systems appears to
require less testing. A hundred dollar item required several thousand development tests, where a ten million
dollar item required a few tens of development tests. Of course, this results from the large increase in test
costs caused in large part by the large cost of the test hardware that comes with increasing complexity. The
complex system (read costly) is coupled with the perceived need to reduce “nonessential” costs. At Sandia
National Laboratories we are also faced with the prospect that some of the tests we ran in the past are not
even feasible to run today. It is perhaps fitting that Norm Augustine was the CEO of our current managing
companyz.

These developments have lead to an increasing desire to substitute analysis for test. This is not new, but has
been going on for centuries. When Newton developed his laws, the ability to predict forces on moving
objects was extremely useful. The development of elasticity helped a great deal in translating the forces
into stresses. However, we in the testing business like to throw rocks at the concept of replacing test with
analysis. We see many problems.

First is the problem of complexity. As systems become more complex, emergent behavior becomes
apparent. The particle physicists know a great deal about the structure of the elementary particles. But they
are hard pressed to use this information to deduce the details of the structure of an atomic nucleus. In the
same way nuclear physicists have developed a very good understanding of the nucleus and the atom
through extensive experimentation. But physicists have not replaced chemists that require an understanding
of the complex interaction of many atoms. A different set of experiments and models are needed to develop
the chemical properties. The chemists are very successfid, but have not replaced the metallurgist in
developing the properties of metals, or the polymer scientists for developing the properties of plastics. In
assembling the plastics and metals into complex structures, the behavior of the structures is not completely
predicted from the properties of the materials in the construction. Many difficulties exist in the translation
of material properties into a model of a complex system. Interfaces and joints are one of these problems.
We do not have a generally accepted and predictable way to model the interface or joint between two parts.
We know this is very important, because if for no other reason, most of the darnping in assembled
structures comes fkom the joints. This can be illustrated very easily by building a small plate and then
building a small identically sized plate, which is two plates bolted together. The damping properties of the
two specimens are dramatically different.

We need different models for different levels of complexity. However, the models for the higher levels of
complexity must be consistent and not contradict the models at the lower level of complexity.

Issac Asimov once said, “I believe that scientific knowledge has tlactal properties; that no matter how
much we learn, whatever is left, however small if may seem, is just as infinitely complex as the whole was
to start with. That, I think, is the secret of the universe.” This is true for modeling physical systems as well.

To be useful, models must be experimentally validated. We must know the parameter space over which the
model yields useful results. The cost of generating validated models is not insignificant. The tradeoff
between the cost of analysis and test must be constantly reevaluated. Even at a given point in time, the
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tradeoff can vary between products and industries. We should not fault a group for arriving at a different
conclusion about the tradeoff than our own conclusion.

However, as an experimentalist, we should take the advice of a great religious leader, let he who is without
sin cast the first stone. The test-based approach to design is not without problems. Experiments are not
necessarily predictive either. Change the experiment and the results change in ways that are not predicted
from the previous experiment. Good measurements are hard to acquire, as Peter Stein has pointed out in a
previous editorial. A good testis difficult to design. Particularly in acceptance testing, we tend to reduce
the testing to procedures and cease to think-- run the test, check the box. We usually have a sparse data set
and it is not easy to properly interpret the data. We ofien cannot measure the quantity we would like. For
example, we routinely measure acceleration in vibration and shock tests. But is the acceleration really a
correct measure of the damage potential of the environment? We measure the shock response spectra in a
shock environment. But does this measure really represent damage potential? How do we use this
information in design? Its use is relatively straightforward if the system can be represented as a sing!e-
degree-of-fieedom linear system, but is not obvious for a multi-degree-of-fi-eedom nonlinear system. Of
course, if the system can be represented by a linear single degree of freedom system we could use the
model and not need the shock response spectrum. We also have a poor understanding of the actual use
environment. We attempt to use good judgment in collecting “typical” or “extreme” use environments, but
do we really know how the customer will use the product? We then characterize the environments using
tools that are questionable. For example, we draw envelopes over auto (power) spectral density functions,
including data collected ffom several dissimilar sources. Sometimes we use statistical approaches to
generating an envelope. We ignore the mechanical impedance of the test item and the impedance of the
structure on which the item will be placed. Sometimes we try to account for these effects through
techniques like force limiting, but the results are imperfect. Vibration and shock tests in the laboratory
almost always have the wrong boundary conditions. Sometimes the boundary conditions are different
because the correct boundruy conditions cannot be simulated. Sometimes the wrong boundary conditions
are used for the convenience of test. For example, rigid fixtures are used on vibration tables, because non-
rigid f~tures are hard to control. We often assume that all the mounting points of the test item are moving
as a plane, in both the use condition and in the laboratory. The effects can be extremely important; if you
change the boundary conditions the modes and modal frequencies of a structure change. This implies that
the modal frequencies during the test are not the same as the modal fi-equencies in the use environment. We
typically test in one axis at a time although we know that the use environment excites all axes at the same
time. We do very little testing with combined environments. All test hardware has uncertainties, as does a

model. We cannot effectively evaluate the unit-to-unit variation of test items, because we usually have a
very limited set of items to test.

Some manufactures have the advantage that a large number of products are produced and used. An
effective feedback system from the customers can reveal how successful the design efforts were. It doesn’t
help for that product, but may help for future designs, if we learn from our mistakes. However, many of us
produce low volume products. In some cases, like ours, we hope to never see the products actually used as
intended. But we must still assure the products will perform their intended function in a reliable and safe
manner.

There are usefi.d research tasks that t%rtherour understanding of nature. These efforts ultimately improve
our models. But product development is a little different. Let’s keep things in perspective. As R W.
Hamming said3 “The purpose of computing is not numbers, but insight.” And to paraphrase a colleague,
“All models are wrong, but some are useful.” As our models “improve”, we trust, but must verify, that the
models are useful, and we do gain insight. Any analysis or test that can be done in cost effective manner to
improve our insight should be done. Keep in mind that as product engineers, we don’t have to understand
the universe in its infinite complexity. Our models do not have to predict behavior in infinite detail. We just
have to make products that work, at a cost our customers are willing to pay. We cover our ignorance with
margin. Any combination of analysis and test that will accomplish this goal is appropriate. It is inevitable
that the correct balance will shift with circumstance and time.

lAugustine Norman R., Augustine’s Laws, Penguin Books, 1986, ISBN O 1400.94466.
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2Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company, for the
United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
3Hamming, Richard W., Numerical Methods for Scientists and Engineers, McGraw-Hill, New York,
NY, 1962.
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